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Firstly, it is absolutely integral to recognise that youth shaped Scouting is not a new concept.
Baden Powell’s fundamental Scouting values were formed around boy Scouts planning and
leading their own programme and making decisions about their Scout experience to primarily
benefit the young people.
When the National Vision 2018 was created there were 4 key focuses. Growth, Inclusivity,
Community Impact and Youth Shaped. The Youth Shaped strand of the strategy was to meet
the vision that young people across all ages will have the chance to have their voice heard
on all aspects of Scouting, including programme and activity planning and the way that their
Group is run.
In 2014, Hannah Kentish was appointed as the first UK Youth Commissioner, to help champion
Youth Shaped Scouting. Following this, the roles of Local Youth Commissioners were created
in order to embed the partnership between young people and adults to shape their Scouting
experience at a local level.
Today,
there
is
a
huge
number
of
County
Youth
Commissioners
and
District Youth Commissioners across the UK and importantly to us, within
East Lancashire. In October 2015, Emma Cooper was appointed as East
Lancashire’s first County Youth Commissioner. Since then, District Youth Commissioners have
been appointed in Districts across the County.
As a County, and as a Movement, we are working together to give young people a voice.

SO, WHAT IS #YOUSHAPE 2017?
#YouShape is a platform to empower young people to shape their Scouting
experience at a local and national level. It began as a small national event in 2015 and
was then rolled out nationally in 2016, engaging over 20,000 young people and holding a
national #YouShape event in Doncaster.
In 2017, #YouShape was promoted as a local month long event used to really shout
about youth shaped Scouting and make a big impact at grass roots level Scouting.
During #YouShape Month, we encouraged all sections to run local activities that would help
their young people engage on a national level.
Resource packs were released with a range of activity inspirations, ideas and advice on how to
embed youth shaped Scouting within your County, District, Group and Section. These are still
all available on the Scouts.org.uk website.
As a County we are embracing youth shaped Scouting. Over the last year we have had a
few exciting new ventures in East Lancashire. The County Youth Commissioners formed the
County Youth Team, a group of 14-25 year olds that help influence decisions made across the
County. We have also appointed a new Deputy Chairman, Oliver Cooper, a Network member,
who is now helping encourage young people to join the exec and holding ‘pre-meetings’
with the under 25s before the exec to run through the agenda and hold discussions in a less
overwhelming environment. This has helped encourage young people to voice their opinions
at the exec and influence the most important decisions made in the County.
We also have a number of District Youth Commissioners who have been influencing their local
areas. Read on to see their reports!

DISTRICTS

Blackburn

#YouShape month was a great success with a majority of the groups in Blackburn taking part
in #YouShape. Jack, DYC, visited a small proportion of groups and was impressed with the level
of youth involvement taking place, whilst at some groups ran YouShape night at which young
people gained their #YouShape silver pledge.
Many groups have continued since #YouShape month to implement and actively engage
with the ideas the young people proposed to the leaders during February with many groups
throughout all ready running more then 5 activities listed by the young people.
Jack has also started a #YouShape blog on the district website, with a #YouShape resource
section within it. Pictures from #YouShape month are also starting to be uploaded to the
website.
Jack is also currently working on things for Groups to encourage #YouShape throughout the
next year.

Burnley & Pendle

Lots of Groups in Burnley have been signing the YouShape pledge and many more have been
wearing the YouShape badge. Phoenix Explorer Unit have many YouShape things coming up
such as a youth led camp and youth led section nights. Burnley & Pendle have also recently
appointed their first District Youth Commissioner, Alicia Carling, and she can’t wait to get
started in the role.

Clitheroe

Clitheroe District Execuive Committee signed the YouShape pledge. Joshua, Deputy County
Youth Commissioner, visited two Groups and both signed the YouShape pledge. Clitheroe are
in search of a District Youth Commissioner, so if you are interested then ask for information!

Darwen

It’s been a great year for Youth Shaped Scouting in Darwen district, with every Section in every
Group making the extra effort to make sure young people are shaping their own Scouting
adventure.
After visiting the majority of sections I’m pleased to be able to report about a group I visited
who asked me to attend their meeting night to provide a more detailed insight into youth
shaped scouting, its purpose and how to help deliver this with the young people. After a
forum night the Cub section joined forces with another Cub section in the district and hold
a Cub camp. The Cubs engaged in every aspect of planning the camp, from meal times and
menus to activities provided. A Scout section within the District are also planning to join with
a Group all the way from Italy to celebrate their years of friendship and communication with
a week-long camp, planned completely by the young people!
I can’t wait to carry on developing our entire district’s young people with your help over
the coming months/years through providing a balanced program which is relevant to and
challenging for the young people through fun, challenge and adventure!

Hyndburn

Ryan, the District Youth Commissioner, visited most Groups within Hyndburn. He ran YouShape
meetings to get them involved in the initiative and show them that it isn’t difficult to be youth
shaped. More Groups seeming positive about YouShape and realising that it isn’t extra work
and they are probably already doing it.

Rossendale

In Rossendale, Groups took part in YouShape and signed the pledge. Tom, DYC, ran a “Wear
Their Necker” activity with the Beavers, and then his own ‘clothes line’ idea with the Cubs
and Scouts. The idea was that the kids would write the things they liked on paper t shirts and
the things they don’t like on paper pants, and then peg them to the clothes line, and then
he provided the leaders with that feedback. Tom did this with more than one Group in the
District.
If you want to find out more about what the DYCs have been up to, then please get in touch
with them as I’m sure they would love to tell you more!

In 2017 at our County Awards Ceremony we introduced a new
award for Groups across the County – The Most Innovative
#YouShape Project. Here are just some of our fantastic
nominations:

St Mary’s - Clitheroe

St Mary’s have been active involving their Young People for
some considerable time now, they have a very active Young
Leader support group, with 2 Young Leaders supporting each
section. These Young Leaders are activity encouraged to support
actives, and input ideas into planning. Each section took part in
YouShape activities such as a fun zoo game, a troop planning
sessions and a ‘cool wall’ activity.
“In the end I have a plan which is to make my life easier as a
leader, and involve the troop in their activities, their planning
and their future.” – Ian Hopkins, Group Scout Leader

Phoenix Explorer Scout Unit - Burnley & Pendle

“Burnley and Pendle Explorer unit have worked hard over the past months but no more so than
seeing it all come together ready for youth shape month. The young people have chosen the
new name of our unit. Which is Phoenix unit. This was done by coming up with themes voting
on the themes then deciding on a name of that theme . Now that we had a name the fun
began with them wanting to have a new necker. Tough to get a group of 12 Explorers to agree
on one design but it was managed. New hoodies are also in the way. They have completed
dragons den where great ideas about what they wanted to do in our evenings. Which included
fundraising events for our summer camp They have shown us what the they think it takes to be
a leader , seems the leaders have a lot to live up too! Also we have completed the youth shape
pledge. The explorers are taking part in an incident hike this Saturday which was seen by one
of our explorers who wanted to take part. Hopefully they will have a great time.”
There were many more brilliant examples of youth shaped Scouting across the County during
YouShape month and over the last year – it will be brilliant to see this grow and be celebrated
at the next awards ceremony.

AHF Scout Group - Blackburn

Our winners for the award were nominated by their District Youth Commissioner, Jack Murray,
and are the fantastic AHF Group in Blackburn! Here is a little statement from AHF and how
they implement youth shaped Scouting in their Group:
“We were absolutely thrilled to receive the award for the most innovative #YouShape project
in 2017. It demonstrates the hard work of our volunteers in developing a platform to empower
young people to shape their own Scouting experience.
Youth shaped Scouting allows young people to have their say in what their programme should
look like. Even though it’s hard to measure, we’ve seen the positive impact it’s had in our
Group.
I really recommend youth shaped Scouting to everyone. It’s a really simple way of creating the
best programme for your young people. Empower them and let them decide and implement
their own programme. You’ll be amazed at their ideas just like we were.” – Abid, Group Scout
Leader.

WHAT NEXT?
Moving forward, we want youth shaped Scouting to become even further embedded across
East Lancashire. We want our young people to influence all important decisions made in
Scouting, from their weekly programme to County events.
The County Youth Commissioner team is due to grow, with a new Deputy being appointed to
help the running and organising of the County Youth Team, so keep your eyes peeled to see
the team become bigger and better!
We always encourage people to give the young people a voice and all of the Youth
Commissioners are there to answer any questions and offer support – please reach out if you
would like a helping hand!
Finally, a huge thank you to everyone who has supported the Youth Commissioners and
#YouShape over the last year, we couldn’t do it without you. Here’s to another year of Scouting
the way the young people want it!

